
Assembled Unit:
EXP-SS-S: 94.75”w x 34.75” - 87”h x 11.81”d
2407mm(w) x 883mm - 2210mm(h) x 300mm(d)

EXP-DS-S: 94.75”w x 34.75” - 87”h x 11.81”d
2407mm(w) x 883mm - 2210mm(h) x 300mm(d)

EXP-SS-C: 91”w x 34.75” - 87”h x 13”d
2311mm(w) x 883mm - 2210mm(h) x 330mm(d)

Exposé Telescopic Display
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We are continually improving and modifying our product range and reserve the right to vary the 
specifications without prior notice. All dimensions and weights quoted are approximate and we accept no 
responsibility for variance. E&OE. See Graphic Templates for graphic bleed specifications.

dimensions:

additional information:

features and benefits:

ShippingHardware

Graphic

Shipping Dimensions - ships in one box:
EXP-SS-S: 40”l x 16”h x 5”d
1016mm(l) x 406mm(h) x 127mm(d)

EXP-DS-S: 40”l x 16”h x 5”d
1016mm(l) x 406mm(h) x 127mm(d)

EXP-SS-C: 40”l x 16”h x 5”d
1016mm(l) x 406mm(h) x 127mm(d)

Shipping weight:
EXP-SS-S: 20 lbs / 9.07 kgs
EXP-DS-S: 25 lbs / 11.34 kgs
EXP-SS-C: 21 lbs / 9.5 kgs

- Straight and curved options
- Straight offered with front graphic and 

optional back graphic
- Telescopic poles for adjustable graphic 

height
- Flat, low profile bases
- Easy assembly

- Kit Includes: 2 bases, 2 telescopic upright poles, 
2 straight or curved cross bungee poles (4 for 
double sided straight) and carry bag

- One year limited warranty against  
manufacturer defects

Straight Single Sided: EXP-SS-S
Straight Double Sided: EXP-DS-S
Curved Single Sided: EXP-SS-C
The Exposé Telescopic Display is easy to setup and extremely versatile due to 
a variety of height possibilities. Straight and curved options available and an 
optional back graphic for straight frames. Flat, low profile bases with sleek 
chrome accents makes this an attractive display solution.

Refer to related graphic template for 
more information

Visit: www.exhibitors-handbook.com/ 
graphic-templates

Graphic Materials:
Oxford fabric
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SETUP
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Screw telescopic poles into base.

Open the latch of the telescopic pole and raise to graphic height. Close latch to secure. 
Repeat for second vertical pole.

Connect cross bungee poles.
Insert the cross poles into the graphic 

pole pocket.

Lift lever of top pole clips, insert 
top cross pole/graphic into clips 

and release to secure.

Push lever of bottom pole clips, 
insert bottom cross pole/graphic 
into clips and release to secure.

Open latch on the vertical pole to 
adjust tension.

Unit is complete


